The well-known expression for the toral cross section inrerms of the imaginary part or'the coherent forward scattered amplitUde is. derived in a simple and general ¥fay from wave theory. 'The derivation also shows that there is a "shadow remnant" beyond the actual shadow, within· which the forward coherent scattering intensity is diminished, of approximate radius (r/k) 1/2, where r is the distance from the scattering center and k=2n/).. is the wave number. A qualitative understanding of the shadow remnant is obtain~ in terms of the uncertainty principle.
It is well known that the total cross section (elastic. plus in~lastic and absorption, or coherent plus incoherent) in any scattering process is proportional' to the imaginary part of the elastic or coherent scattere,d amplitude in the forward direction}> The physical reason for this proportionality is that any-reduction in the incident beam, which represents a loss by scattering or absorption, must be produced by interference bet~een the incident plane wave and the coherent scattered wave in the forward direction, and hence·. must be a linear function of the forwar.sf scattered elastic amplitude. This suggests that' the theorem referred to above can be established by a straightforward consideration of, the incid~t and scattered waves. It is shown below that this can be done, and that the region in the forward direction over which substantial destructive interference occurs can easily be found. The relation of this interference. region to shadow formation is also discussed. Finally, the situation is discussed qualitatively from the point of view of the uncertainty principle. All of the calculations and results are applic;able, to the relativistic case.
We write the total stationary wave function It as the sum of a coherent part U c and an inc<therent partw. Asymptotically, ltc consists of an incident plane wave and an outgoing scattered wave; ) wheJ;e r, 0, ~ are spherical coordinates referred to the incident direction as polar axis, and k = 27r / i.. is the wave number. The coherent radial flux in the outward direction 'does not involve w, and is proportional to:
On an E%pression for the Total Cross Section
where "c.c." denotes the complex conjugate. Here terms of the form r-2 exp (ikr). which arise both from the 1 term in ( 1 ) and from neglected higher order terms in the asymptotic series, are dropped because they average to zero over a wave-length in the radial direction.
In (Z), the first term' on the right side corresp~nds to the component of the plane wave flux in the radial direction, the second term to the usual elastic scattered flux, and the third term to the interference between the incident and ~cattered amplitudes. The first term shows that (z) must be multiplied through by r~/zk in order to get a differential, cross section per unit solid angle.
Then integration of the right side over the sphere yields:
The, first term of (3) is the total elastic, cross section <7'1' The whole of (3) is the total outward flux expressed as a cross section: since there is conservation, the sum of (3) and the total inelastic cross section <7ine] (which includes absorption) must be zero.
Thus:
where %=cosO. We integrate the first integral on the right side of (4) by parts with respect to %, . to obtain:
The second term on the right side is of order ,,-.1 exp (i'kr) , as can be seen by another partial integration, and so can be neglected. The first term is Zn:I(o)/ik, wheref(O)/r is the forward scattered amplitude, and hence is independent of ¢. We thus obtain from (4) and (5~ :
where" 1m" denotes the imaginary part. Equation (6) It is reasonable to suppose that this destructive interference is related to the shaaow cast by the scattering or absorbing object in the short wave length case, ka? 1, where a is the radius of the object. In this case there is a strong _ forward diffraction maximum with angular width of order 0,,= 1/ ka, within which the scattering amplitude is roughly constant and equal to 1(0) /1'. The shadQW can only be "block" out to such a distance that it is filled in by diffraction from the edge of the object; this distance is of order R=a/Hd , so that R=ka'l. We now note that at this distance, lls= (R/k)I/2=a, so that the interference region has about the same size as the object. Further, the interfering or imaginary part of the forward scattered amplitude is, from (6) : The writer is indebted to Professor E. Teller for an interesting discussiop of this paper.
